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It has been shown that the one-loop behavior of the axial anomaly, occurring when the







; (N  1) in the Crewther relation for the coecient functions of deep-inelastic and





in all orders of perturbation theory in this relation are presented.
In paper [1] the question on the status of the Crewther relation [2] in QCD has been
investigated. In fact, using the update results of the multiloop calculations the relation
between the coecient functions for the deep-inelastic and annihilation processes has been
considered. The authors of ref. [1] have pointed out various interesting properties of this
















are cancelled in the product of coecient function from the Bjorken sum rule for polarized
deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering and the Adler function for the two-point correlator of
electromagnetic currents. It has also been pointed out that the surviving corrections in the
second and third orders of perturbation theory are grouped yielding the two-loop {function.
















































































) is the QCD {
function in the two-loop approximation. It is important to point out that this function does



































+ 136(3)   240(5)):
The coecient function C
Bj
from the Bjorken sum rule for polarized deep-inelastic lepton-































denotes the electromagnetic current, A
(3)
is the third component of the axial
isotriplet (interpolating current for {meson). The expression for this coecient function is
known in the two-loop [3] and three-loop [4] approximations of perturbation theory. In the











). The quantity C
R
from eq. (1)




-annihilation into the hadrons.
This coecient function is also known in the two-loop [5] and three-loop [6] approximations.



















where the Adler function D(a
s


















































corrections in the Crewther relation and to generalize, if possible, this low
to the higher orders of perturbation theory. As it will be demonstrated below, the observed
cancellation is intimately related to the specic structure of the anomalous triangle and the
Adler-Bardeen theorem [7].






































































where the expansion over the three independent tensor structures is used (the kinematical
condition pq = 0 is also assumed, for details see ref. [8]).
Following the ideology of ref. [2], we consider the operator product expansion for this
correlator in the limit when jp
2
j ! 1. Now, using the relation for the various tensor

























































On the other hand, requirement of the gauge invariance leads one to the Ward identity for

























Dierentiating this expression with respect of q
2
and taking into account that the function

1
is just the nonrenormalizable c{number (Adler-Bardeen theorem[7]) we get the following






























It should be noticed here, that the statement on the one-loop behavior of the axial anomaly
has not strict sense within the perturbation theory. On the language of operator relation the
one-loop character is achieved when the normalization of the axial current is strictly xed





















axial and vector vertex functions respectively. However, this condition does not guarantee
the absence of corrections on the language of Green functions (in our case the absence of
corrections to 
1
). As it has been shown in ref. [9], there are anomalous graphs containing
light-by-light subdiagrams which cause the renormalization of the axial anomaly on the
language of Green functions. However, in our case when the axial current in (2) is the avor
nonsinglet one, diagrams mentioned above renormalyze the quantity 
1
in the second order in
the ne structure constant, but not in a
2
s
order. Hence, neglecting the higher electromagnetic
corrections, we are able to postulate the one-loop character for 
1
.
On the other hand, under the condition jp
2































































































































































. In so doing, we convinced









. On the other hand, it has been shown in [10], that when the conformal invariance is
exactly presented in the theory, the general expression for the three-point correlator function
T












) is the undened quantity within the approach of ref. [10]. Another way of


























However, it is well known that the renormalization procedure violates the initial conformal
invariance of the massless QCD leading to the anomaly in the trace of energy-momentum





) is the measure of violation of conformal invariance within the framework of per-



























































are dimensionless functions satisfying to the Ward identity (4). Arguing now,






, we obtain K(a
s
) = 1.




are renormalized in the higher orders of perturbation




























) being polynomial in powers of a
s
, which is not xed in our approach.







; (N  1) type corrections in the product of coecient function from the Bjorken
sum rule for polarized deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering and the Adler function for the
two-point correlator of electromagnetic currents has been investigated. It has been shown
that the mentioned cancellation appears as a consequence of the Adler-Bardeen theorem for
4
the axial anomaly. It has also been demonstrated that all surviving corrections are grouped




, which in its turn is the measure
of violation of conformal invariance in QCD.
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